Thursday 2nd – Saturday 4th June 2022
Ragley Hall, Alcester, Warwickshire. B49 5NJ

Display Pilot Notes – Edition 2 of 2

Quick Reference Page
Mandatory call to Ragley Radio prior
to and on completion of display
Ragley Radio
Ragley Display
Western Hold/VRP
Eastern Hold/VRP
Default Squawk
FDD
DFDD
Briefing/VCR
Landlines (Primary)
Reserve Contact
Nos.
Display Minima

RA(t)
Thursday 2nd June
Friday 3rd June
Saturday 4th June
Datum
Datum Height
Emergency Divert

132.905Mhz (Declare A/C & POB)
130.680Mhz
Flyford Flavel – 52.1887, -2.005
Drayton Solar Farm – 52.1942, -1772
Mandatory – 7004
Rick Peacock-Edwards
Trev Graham
01789 549870
01789 549871
07970 505436
07881652136
• Not below 200ft agl
• Not above 6,000ft agl
• Aerobatics recovery not below
300ft
• Mil PDA
• Exemptions considered
2.5nm radius from show datum at
6,500ft amsl
14:00 – 21:00 Local
11:00 – 18:30 Local
11:00 – 18:30 Local
52.1953, -1.8989
210ft amsl
Wellesbourne 124.030Mhz (to the
East)
Light Aircraft – Bidford 118.65 (to the
South)
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Appendix 5: Pilot Briefing Pro-Forma

Introduction
We would like to welcome all pilots and crews to the Midlands Air Festival.
With your help we have been able to grow this event into a regular Air Display
for the Warwickshire area. We wish you all a safe and pleasant time here at
Ragley Park.

Scope of the Event
The Midlands Air Festival is a medium sized rural airshow serving the central
Midlands area. Our sincere thanks go to the Marquess of Hertford, the staff at
Ragley Hall and the Bidford Gliding Club for their professional assistance and
consideration.

The Written Brief
Compliance
The Midlands Air Festival is run to regulations and guidelines contained in the
CAA publication CAP 403, SERA and the ANO. It holds an article 86 permission
to hold an air display and has temporary restricted airspace in place for all
main display periods.
Formal Pre-Flying Display Briefing
This document, a mandatory on site briefing for based pilots and a
mandatory telephone briefing to all pilots who are displaying on slot will
constitute the formal pilot’s briefings as defined in CAP 403. If you have not
been formally briefed, you will not be permitted to display.
All pre-display telephone briefings for non based pilots will be on:
Landlines: 01789 549870/1
Mobiles (Reserve Only): 07970 505436 or 07881 652136
Location of the Flying Display
Ragley Hall Estate, South of Alcester, Warwickshire.
Lat:
52.1953
Long: -1.8989
Display Start & Finish Times
Thursday:
14:00 – 21.50
Friday & Saturday: 11:00 – 18:00
All times LOCAL.
Airfield information
Runway elevation: 210ft amsl
Runway: approx 485m useable
Runway surface: short grass rough surface
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Temporary strip for the event. For the use of very experienced pilots only.
Runway orientation is 09/27 and is marked by black and white rectangular
panels.
Landing and departing aircraft should approach from the east (09), caution
trees on approach and large depression in the ground just before the
threshold.

Air Traffic Service
Type of Air Traffic Service
The display will be run on an AGS Air/Ground basis with two frequencies in
operation.
Ragley Radio: 132.905Mhz
For initial contact. State aircraft type and POB.
Ragley Display: 130.680Mhz
A discrete frequency for pilots to use during their actual display sequence.

Flying Display Director & Flying Control Committee
The Flying Display Director will be hereafter referred to as the FDD and the
Flying Control Committee as the FCC.

Joining Instructions
Arrival and departure procedures during the display hours. Aircraft arriving to
display on slot should position to arrive from the West to commence their
display unless specifically discussed with the FDD.
Aircraft should arrive to display on slot from the West and call Ragley Radio on
132.905 MHz at the Westerly Flyford VRP/hold for a hold or display clearance.
If the display area is available, Ragley Radio will call aircraft call sign and
‘Commence Display’. Pilots should confirm with the response ‘Commence
Display’ and call sign.
During their display, pilots must change to Ragley Display 130.680Mhz.
If possible, pilots should give a 1 min to competition call.
On completion, all aircraft should call aircraft call sign and ‘Complete’ then
depart via the Eastern Drayton VRP/hold for deconfliction.
Joining and departure procedures outside the hours of 14:00 to 21:00 Thursday
02/06/22 and Friday 03/04/22 and Saturday 04/06/22 11.00 to 18.30 local.
Strictly PPR.
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Call Ragley Radio and receive joining instructions or call FDD/VCR via
telephone.

Local Flights
A small number of flights may operate from the temporary airstrip prior to the
display at the discretion of Ragley Tower. All pilots using this strip do so entirely
at their own risk and must ensure that their insurance covers operating from a
temporary grass airstrip.
Holds/VRP’s
Western hold/VRP Flyford Flavell race track 52.1887, -2.0059 FLYFORD HOLD.
Eastern hold/VRP Drayton Solar Farm 52.1942, -1.7721DRAYTON HOLD.

Radio Failure During the Display
If you suffer an r/t failure inbound, try Ragley’s alternate frequency if still no
reply, return to your operating base and contact the display director by
phone, remembering to remain clear of controlled airspace and squawking
7600 (radio failure).
If a steady white light is displayed from the Tower during your display and no
r/t contact can be established with Ragley Radio, cease your display when
safe to do so and depart to the East and squawk 7600 (radio failure). On
landing contact the FDD.

Control Calls
There will be an experienced FCC in operation during the event. If in their
opinion or the FDD, an aircraft or formation operates in such a manner as to
cause concern or alarm or operates in such a manner that in their opinion
threatens the continued safety of the public at that particular point in time or
contravenes any relevant legislation or pertinent rule or regulation, the
following action will be taken.
In the case of an aircraft flying too close to the crowd line or too low in the
opinion of the FCC, a warning will be issued via Ragley Display, in the form of
a standard call either TOO CLOSE or TOO LOW at a suitable and safe point.
Pilots will be expected to acknowledge with call sign when safe to do so and
take action accordingly. The third ‘too close’ or ‘too low’ call will result in an
automatic STOP call.
In the event of an aircraft or formation continuing to operate in a manner
which gives the FDD or FCC serious cause for concern for whatever reason,
the aircraft callsign and the phrase STOP STOP STOP will be issued on the
display frequency. (No discussion will be entered into over the R/T). On
hearing this, pilots should acknowledge with call sign, attain straight and level
flight when safe to do so and clear the display area, return to base airfield
and contact the FDD by phone.
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In the event of a technical, weather, unforeseen hazard, bird activity or
ground emergency threatening safe operations, the aircraft call sign and a
TERMINATE call will be made. Aircraft should attain straight and level flight
when safe to do so, acknowledge with call sign and more information will be
broadcast.

The FDD will make an immediate report to the CAA duty officer and advise
the FDD of any subsequent displays that the pilot may undertaking that day.
The organisers undertake to keep the reason for the curtailment confidential
and will not discuss the incident with anyone except the pilot concerned and
the relevant authority when required.
By accepting the booking to display at the Midlands Air Festival it will be
deemed as an acceptance by the pilot, of the above conditions as set out in
the latest CAA CAP403 and the decisions and opinions of the FDD & FCC.
Any pilot not in agreement with this should contact the FDD to discuss prior to
their display.

Adjacent Air Traffic Conflictions
Be aware of Birmingham, Wellesbourne and Coventry controlled airspace.
Birmingham CTA is to the North East of the display site.
Be aware of Bidford glider and light aircraft strip approximately 5 miles to the
South East of the display site.

Hazards
All display aircraft are to remain 500ft or above in non-aerobatic flight over
the A46, A422 and B4088 roads.
Be aware and comply with the avoid area over the Ragley Hall farm shop to
the south west of the display area, as shown on the display plan (Appendix
A).
Do not overfly the village of Arrow to the North East of the display area.
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There is gently rising ground to the West and North in the display area.
There are various plantations and copses of trees within the display area to
40ft.
Gliders may be encountered to the South of the display site.
Snitterfield Glider Launch site, approximately 6nm North East of Ragley may
be using a glider winch launch during our display periods. Gliders on cable
up to 2,000ft over their site.

Latent Hazards
Display pilots must detail all relevant latent hazards contained within their
aircraft in case of serious incident, i.e. pressure vessels, ejection seats,
pyrotechnics, composites, etc. These must be detailed in the SRG 1327 form
submitted to the FDD. Display pilots must also notify the FDD should there be
any changes to the Latent Hazard information after submission of the SRG
1327 form. Notification excludes fuel or smoke oil.

Local Emergency Diversion Airfields
Bidford (Light Aircraft)
Wellesbourne
Coventry
Birmingham

118.685MHz
124.030Mhz
123.830Mhz
131.000MHz (Approach)

01789 778807
01789 842000
02476 308600
08712 220072

Parachute Display Procedure
RAF Falcons will be making a drop each day. There will be no additional
parachute activity. No props or rotors turning during para drops and no
airside vehicle movements. Radio warnings will be issued.

On Site Rescue Services
Fire, rescue and medical services will be on site relevant to the type and
weight of aircraft operating there during the display. Informal enhanced CAT
4.

Documentation
It is the pilot’s responsibility to forward evidence of all mandatory
documentation, including current medical, licence, airworthiness, hazardous
materials in your aircraft and insurance etc on an SRG 1327 declaration, plus
your current DA, to the FDD before the display when asked, via the online pro
forma as circulated. Pilots should note the cut off date for submissions.

Recency
All authorised display pilots must have flown/practiced 3 complete display
routines in their DA category within 90 days of the public display, one of which
must have been within 30 days of the public display. These flights must be
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recorded in the pilot’s log book and be shown to the FDD on the public
display on request. Further details can be seen in CAP 1724 Para 11.7.

Insurance
We request that pilots contact their insurance companies to hold harmless
Slipstream Management Ltd and their agents and Ragley Hall Estate and their
agents.

Display Profile
Only manoeuvres that are known and have been practised, including
alternate bad weather/poor visibility shows, are to be flown and must be part
of the relevant pilot’s formal display authorisation and your display content
which must be issued to the FDD prior to the display.
Aircraft positioning and associated vectors, shall at all times be such, that in
the event of an engine or airframe failure causing a forced landing or
uncontrolled ground impact, aircraft and/or debris would fall outside the
crowd area.
Unless specifically authorised in writing by the CAA, only minimum crew are to
be carried during the Flying Display. Persons on board are to be declared
during the verbal briefing on the day and on initial contact with Ragley Radio.
The aircraft commander is to ensure that his or her aircraft is operated in
accordance within manufacturers specifications and any pertaining
airworthiness limitations affecting their CofA or permit to fly. Every pilot in
command must ensure that their aircraft has enough fuel to complete their
display and reach the nearest alternate airfield plus reserves.
Pilots flying aerobatic sequences that flow directly from one manoeuvre to
the next are to notify the FDD of the series of linked manoeuvres they intend
to perform. This should be done preferably at least 48 hrs before their planned
display. Pilots should ensure that they can accommodate their proposed
display within the display areas shown on Appendix A. If this is not possible,
they should alter their display so that it can safely be flown within these areas.

Asymmetric Flying
Asymmetric flying is not permitted.

Human Performance
All pilots should ensure that they have had adequate rest prior to their display.
This particularly applies to commercial and military pilots who may have been
on extended flying duties or subject to time zone shifts. Fatigue can lead to
poor judgement and decision making which can be very dangerous in a
display environment. Pilots should consider whether they are in the right
frame of mind to safely perform their display and should pay particular
attention to disputes or disagreements. If any pilot feels uncertain about their
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ability to safely fly their display for any reason, they should discuss this in
confidence with the FDD or a member of the FCC. No pilot should feel under
any pressure to display.

Pilots Tent
As Covid restrictions have been relaxed, there will be a Pilots Tent facility with
catering and drinks available throughout the day. This will be sited on the
Western end of the crowd line.
The festival will be run within any current National Covid 19 guidelines
pertaining on show dates.

Flying Display Minima
Display minimum height is 200ft Ragley QFE minimum display height. If in any
doubt, contact the FDD. Maximum height limit of 6,000ft Ragley QFE. Only
your practiced approved display may be flown. Military may fly to PDA
(Article 86 permission, para (d) (ii) confirms).

Flying Display Weather Minima
A local unofficial weather observation will be available from Ragley Radio
providing surface wind speed, direction and temp. Additionally a windsock
will be displayed. Obtain pressure settings from Ragley Radio.
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Flying Display absolute minima are contained in the table below:

*cloud ceiling is height AGL of the base of the lowest cloud covering more than half
of the sky.

Minimum Crowd Separation Distances
A pilot may vary the separation distances if the speed of the aircraft varies during the
display.
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For the following aircraft and activities, reduced separations are permitted:

Exemptions
CAA exemptions to the separation distances quoted in the table above have
been issued. Holders of such exemptions are permitted to operate to the
separation distances contained therein provided the qualifying conditions are
met. The FDD is responsible for assessing whether or not operation to the
permitted separation distance contained on the exemption is appropriate to
the specific venue, therefore, operation to the exemption minima requires the
agreement of the FDD. If verification of an exemption is required, the FDD will
contact the CAA GA unit.

Display Lines
The 75m, 150m and 230m display lines will run parallel to the crowd line and
will be marked by orange markers 230m, yellow markers 150m and 75m red &
white markers.

Procedures for Cancellation or Variation of Programme
If you are airborne and have to cancel or amend your display slot, contact
Ragley Radio. If on the ground, contact the FDD by phone.

Contact Details
Flying Display Director (FDD)
Rick Peacock-Edwards
Mobile: 07881 652136
Email: peacockedwards@hotmail.com
Event days only landline Tel: 01789 549870/1
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Deputy Flying Display Director (DFDD) & Director of Aviation
Trev Graham
Mobile: 07970 505436
Pre-show: Office 01489 860489
Email: slipstreamuk@aol.com
Event days only landline Tel: 01789 549870/1
Fire, Medical & Rescue
Event Fire Solutions
CFO Tony Whiting
07583 161187
tonywhiting@eventfiresolutions.co.uk.
Coventry Airport
Paul Brown AFISO Manager
02476 511738
Avgas & Avtur available
Open 09:00 – 17:00 local
PPR
Bidford Gliding Club
01789 778807
Avgas available
Light aircraft only
PPR
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Appendix 1: Article 86 Permission
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Appendix 2: AIC Permission
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Appendix 3: Low Level Display Areas
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Appendix 4: Approaches
From the East

From the West
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Day & Date
Pilot/Formation Leader
Formation/Team Name
Aircraft
In Possession of and Read Pilot Notes
Time Check
Display Slot Time
Wind Direction
Wind Speed
Cloud
Visibility
Pressure Setting
Previous Item
Item After
Display Frequency & Call Sign in Use

Ragley Display 130.680

Aircraft Call Sign
Familiar with Regional Controlled
Airspace
Hazards
Notes/Remarks
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